
Christmas Cairo Weekend 
Egypt Christmas Tours 

https://www.tripianto.com/de/egypt-travel-packages/christmas-tours/christmas-cairo-weekend
https://www.tripianto.com/de/egypt-travel-packages/christmas-tours




ÜBERSICHT

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .

Tags: 5

Nights: 4

Ziele: Cairo

HOTELS: Steigenberger Pyramids Cairo

Preis: 669 USD



REISEVERLAUF

Tag 1: Arrival

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .



Tag 2: Memphis, Sakkara, Pyramids tour.

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .



Tag 3: Egyptian Museum, National Museum of Civilization, Old Cairo

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .



Tag 4: Khan El Khalili and Salah El-Din Citadel

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .



Tag 5: Departure

how it will be if you celebrate with your Christmas in Cairo the Capital of Egypt and have the best Holiday in your entire life, We are going to
take you through the history and see the great fingerprints of ancient Egyptian; Giza Pyramids, Saqqara Area, Memphis City, then we will
take you to the Egyptian museum where you can see special artifacts, and visit the National Egyptian Civilization Museum and have
memorable tour in Old Cairo, then we will visit Salah El Din Citadel .



Kontaktiere uns

Telefonnummer: +201093077474
E-Mail-Adresse: bookings@tripianto.com
ADRESSE: Dyar Business Park, Unit 15, El Hadba El Wosta, El Abagaia - El Mokattam, Egypt
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